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Truman's Runner, 4.0% ABV, 2010

Tom Knox

In 1989, I was two years into my working

life and blissfully unaware of the terrible

fate about to befall the famous East

London brewer Truman, as it was by then

known. Well, at the tender age of 18

other things take precedence. To be hon-

est the closure of what was once one of

the biggest brewers in the world didn't

really come onto my radar until much

later … I've always been a little slow on

the uptake. While I knew Truman's, I was

not fully aware of their illustrious rise and

disastrous demise until very recently. So,

when George and James approached

Nethergate to help resurrect Truman's,

the pressure was on. 

It was decided in the first instance to

glean as much information as possible

about the brewery, its history and the

beers it had produced. Many sorties were

made to the London Metropolitan

Archives and Peter Matthias' The

Brewing History in England, 1700-1830

was dusted off the shelf. We were also

fortunate as much work had already been

collated by the fantastic Ron Patterson

on his Shut Up About Barclay Perkins

website, giving us details about on the

old grist's, gravities and other important

information. Derek Prentice, who brewed

at the Brick Lane site and now at Fullers,

gave us a superb tour of the old brewery,

pointing out not only where and how

things took place, but also that the wall-

paper in his bedroom at the Brewers

house remained untouched, much to the

embarrassment of its current occupant!

His information and suggestions have

been invaluable to me as a brewer and I

owe him greatly for his advice, especially

on decisions made with the late hopping

of the new beer.

Taken together, there was enough infor-

mation to give us a good insight into the

styles and ingredients of Truman's former

beers. Following our research, we decid-

ed to begin with a new beer inspired by

old traditions. We thought about starting

with a recreation, but decided against it

for a couple of reasons. Firstly, Truman's

were a huge brewer blending many bar-

rels to create their beers, not something

that we could really do. Secondly, no

brewing records seem to remain from the

1950s through to the end in 1989 and

modern tastes have changed a lot from

before that period. 

So, how does one arrive at a grist for a

new brew with the name Truman's

attached to it, the ex-biggest brewer in

the world (albeit arriving at that lofty
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height back in1873). In my job as brewer

at Nethergate Brewery in Pentlow, Essex,

I am extremely lucky to have inherited

some fantastic beers from my predeces-

sor. Most of my time is spent looking after

the recipes and monitoring the quality,

ingredients and flavours of our award

winning beers. However, like most small

breweries, we produce monthly and spe-

cial beers. For each new beer, I spend

time planning and coming up with ideas

in advance. I like to chat to friends to find

out what beers they enjoy and why. Like

most breweries, the framework (style,

colour, ABV, etc) for developing a new

beer comes from the sales and marketing

department. Enter stage left Roger Clark,

Nethergate's sales and marketing direc-

tor. So three became four and you know

what they say about committees!

George, James, Roger and I arranged to

meet in a few well-chosen pubs that

stocked our personal favourite beers of

the much discussed 4.0% ABV, which

was the strength we agreed the new beer

would be. It was decided that I would take

notes. After much chatter and a little

imbibing, I went and lost the notes. We

met again. And so on. However, what

was clear after the first meeting was that

Roger and James where hop heads and

George and I were sophisticated bal-

anced malt and hop boys. Eventually, a

compromise was reached; we decided

the colour and that the beer should drink

above its weight while still leaving the

drinker wanting more. We wanted the 'I

can't believe this is only 4%' effect. So,

not an unusual conversation for many

breweries across the land I'm sure.

Nethergate are a relatively small brewery,

although with the sad demise of Ridley's

I understand that we are the biggest

brewer in Essex. We use only the finest

ingredients and when we started on the

Truman's beer I couldn't help but think of

one of the letters written to a maltster by

Samuel Hanbury that insisted on

improvement in the quality of the malt. It

struck me from the start that our brew-

eries, though different in size and history,

were of the same ethos. Quality is our

buzz word too. On my way to work, I pass

the now converted Truman's Long

Melford maltings, it is literally no more

than four fields away from our brewery,

so the history of this famous company is

always fresh in my mind. 

The beer itself has a wonderfully reddish

hue and is slightly darker in colour than

most beers in its category (best bitter). As

we wanted a much more traditional look

than the lighter beers in vogue at present,

there seemed no point in a producing a

fashionable, blonde, one dimensional

hoppy beer for a London brewer that had

produced its pale beers in Burton-on-

Trent. This of course begged the question

of the hop additions. It had to be Goldings

and Fuggles - we were almost certain

Goldings was used by Truman's, a fact

recently confirmed by Derek Prentice. I also

looked at the water, comparing present day

samples of the water we use at Nethergate

and that of London's East End. It showed

that they are very similar, nothing a little

fiddling with could not cure, which is impor-

tant when you bear in mind that this beer

will eventually be produced in London.



To get the balance of malt, hop and

sweetness, I upped the Calcium Chloride

content to help the mouth feel and any

changes might take place with the future

relocations. There was also the problem

of the yeast. We have now located four

Truman's strains all of which will, bar the

bottom fermenting conical yeast, be tri-

alled in the future. However, for now they

are not being used. I use open top fer-

menters and would not entertain the use

of another yeast strain alongside the

house yeast. Nethergate yeast is a real

flavour sucker, something that also has to

be taken into the equation when thinking

of the future. Maris Otter pale ale malt,

Crystal malt, malted wheat, Crystal Rye

and Chocolate malt make up the Grist.

Goldings and Fuggles come in the start of

the boil, followed by a small late addition

of Fuggles at 75 minutes, after which the

hop bill is completed by a further hop tea

of Fuggles and Styrian Goldings at the

end (90 minutes). The wort is then fer-

mented for approximately 48 hours and

cleansed for 5 days down to 9ºC. The

beer is racked directly from fermenter to

cask and held, very importantly for 7-10

days minimum in our stores to allow for

conditioning. This we all agreed on as we

very much wanted 'Truman's Runner' to

be well a conditioned, mellow and round-

ed drop and not a green beer. 

I always try not to give my interpretation

of a beer because I think it's best coming

from a trusted source. It's important that

an individual makes up his/her own mind

up, after all we all taste things differently.

Below are the tasting notes written by

Roger Protz in an article for the Morning

Advertiser.   

Truman's Runner, 4%, is brewed with pale,

chocolate, rye and wheat malts and hopped

with Fuggles, Goldings and Styrian Goldings. It

has a deep copper-red colour, a spicy, fruity

aroma with a powerful hint of chocolate, a fruity

and bitter palate, and a complex finish that

offers peppery hops, rich chocolate and fruit.

The whole process of designing this new

beer and being involved with such an

illustrious project has been a really spe-

cial time for me. I hope that the 21 year

gap between Truman's beers will come to

be seen as only a blip in a very long

history and that 'Truman's Runner' is

followed by many more beers that add to

the great Truman's tradition. 

Truman is dead, long live Truman's.
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